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CHAMPAGNE PIOLLOT MEPETIT BRUT NATURE,
ORGANIC

Wine Type Champagne

Vintage NV

Style Rich & Complex Whites

Country France

Region Champagne

Grower Name Champagne Piollot

Grape Variety Pinot Meunier

ABV 12.00

Closure Natural Cork

Allergens Sulphites

Method Biodynamic

Product SKU PIOLLOTMEPETIT16

TASTING
NOTES

Made from 100% Pinot Meunier biodynamically grown on the field Mepetit
in Polisot. Fermented naturally and matured in large casks - has been
bottled with yeast residues for a minimum of four years.
Fruity, intense scent with notes of apple, plum, grape and forest floor. Nice
fullness in a tight style - vinous and long in the aftertaste.

GROWER Champagne Piollot

Champagne Piollot is a family estate for 5 generations, the 6th is on
her way &hellip; We're making biodynamic champagne in the small
village of Polisot, based in the heart of Côte des Bar. Our
champagnes are made from a single plot, a single variety and a
single vintage. We're working and observing... Read More                                                                                                                              

View More Wines By Champagne Piollot

REGION Champagne

Champagne is a region in the north-east of France famous the world
over for its sparkling wine of the same name and concentrated
around the towns of Reims, Epernay and Ay.Vines are cultivated
near the northern-most extreme of latitude for viticulture, and the
cool climate results in the high acidity... Read More                                                                                                                              

View More Wines From Champagne

GRAPE Pinot Meunier

Pinot Meunier is a close relative of and part of the same family as
Pinot Noir. It is rarely seen as a single varietal still red wine, but is
commonly features as a part of the traditional blend of grape
varieties found in Champagne and Champagne-style sparkling
wines.

View More Wines With Pinot Meunier Grapes
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